Inman Square

Two-Tone

Answers in this puzzle are read in a clockwise path marked by the bold lines. However, some entries
only use the red squares, some entries only use the gray squares, and some entries use all the squares.
To make matters worse, you must figure out which answers are in each group. Additionally, some
letters will be entered so that they cover two consecutive squares. When you have filled in the grid,
each square will be used in exactly two answers.
1. Seventh-degree polynomial
1. Cumin or cinnamon
2. Carve or engrave
3. Notes used for easy reference (2 wds.)
4. One of the biblical tribes of Israel
5. Third in a rhyming series of Greek
letters
6. Iconic Stallone character
7. Express displeasure
8. Beatnik's headwear
9. Serious and sincere
10. More goosebump-inducing
11. Lightly burn
12. Coin that featured JFK (hyph.)
13. Magazine known for its photography
14. Slobber
15. Porgy and Bess or Nixon in China
16. Declaration at a trial
17. Garbage can raiders, often
18. Wii U or XBox One
19. Price
20. Hot
21. Soup legumes
22. Material for many kitchen gadgets (2 wds.)
22. Of sound mind
23. Tread
24. Offer for a price
25. Gripping tool
26. Baghdad resident
27. Mens' magazine which revived its "Dubious
Achievement Awards" in 2017
28. Madrid, in Madrid
29. Country with a white and blue flag
30. Showed respect to, in a way
31. Lets loose

31. Interval between identical pitches
32. Towards the bottom
33. As long as
34. Nervous or wary (3 wds.)
35. Smallest
36. Annoyingly high-pitched
37. Olympian goddess of marriage
38. Nantucket or Martha's Vineyard
39. Gave for temporary use
40. Garment for infants
41. Sometimes hedging conjunction (slashed)
42. Evening gatherings
43. Multinational currency
44. Colored marking
45. Pull from the ground
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